EPIC
EPIC (Electronic Profile Information Center) is an online platform that provides a simple way to
deliver Inscape's most advanced learning instruments via the internet. From added features to an
enhanced narrative style, EPIC-based profiles offer advantages even Inscape's paper instruments
can't match — this is what we call the “EPIC Edge.”

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
Through EPIC, organizations can use their training time more effectively. Employees can
complete assessments online in advance of training sessions, ensuring that every minute of
training time is used to its full advantage. Plus, the EPIC system takes care of scoring the
profiles, saving time and increasing accuracy.

GAIN ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL
EPIC system administrators control access to Inscape’s online profiles. Administrators can issue
access codes to anyone in the world via email, making the platform ideal for the needs of multilocation businesses. System administrators also determine when and where respondents view
their profile results to manage every step of the learning process. Plus, the EPIC platform allows
trainers to personalize the response process by customizing the splash page and the report cover
with their company or department’s contact information and logo.

EPIC Benefits
• Increased productivity
• Enhanced report options
• Administrative control

The EPIC system also offers advanced functionality that permits system administrators to track
various activities. This functionality allows administrators to audit system activity and
determine how many profiles have been completed by training participants at any time. Through
EPIC, administrators can also view, print, or email completed reports, as the system maintains
an archive of completed profiles.

OFFER ENHANCED REPORT OPTIONS
The EPIC system offers reports and features not available in Inscape’s paper profiles through a
variety of auxiliary features, ranging from composite group results to overviews of a team’s
interpersonal relationships. EPIC also gives organizations the capability to build group reports
from data stored in the system, providing an analysis of team dynamics. As teams change, new
group reports can be generated from existing data, adding new understanding without requiring
more training time.

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO BEST-SELLING PROFILES
The following products are currently available online through EPIC:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DiSC® Classic
DiSC PPSS
DiSC Indra®
DiSC Action Planners
Team Dimensions Profile
Work Expectations Profile
Time Mastery Profile®
Personal Listening Profile®
Discovering Diversity Profile®

A number of group reports, facilitator reports, and comparison reports are also available on EPIC.
For more information, contact your Inscape distributor.

EPIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows 95 and higher for the PC
Mac OS 9 or higher for the Apple Computer
Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher or Netscape Navigator 4.0 or higher
The ability to access 128-bit SSL web sites
Adobe Acrobat Reader 4.0 or higher
Cookies enabled on the computer
(Note: The cookies used by EPIC are not permanent - they expire after 24 hours)
800 x 600 monitor resolution with 16-bit or greater video card (24-bit screen
display recommended)

ABOUT INSCAPE PUBLISHING
Inscape Publishing, the leading
provider of instrument-based learning
systems, pioneered the original DiSC
learning instrument over three decades
ago. Today, we continue to create
innovative products and services that
engage, inspire, and empower
individuals and organizations.
Available in 21 languages in more than
50 countries, Inscape’s learning
resources have helped over 40 million
people gain insight into their
attitudes, behaviors, and potential in
the workplace.
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